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1.The Master Plan vision is all about growing the local economy through the development of a world
class industrial business park, creating significant new jobs. What do you think of this approach?

I am pleased to see a very ambitious vision for regenerating the South Bank of the Tees with a focus
on bringing much needed industrial and manufacturing jobs to Teesside. The proposal for a world
class industrial park with the potential to create 20,000 jobs is exactly what we should be aiming for
in redeveloping this hugely important site. If this is successful it could genuinely transform the local
area, boosting the local economy and providing well paid, skilled jobs for thousands of Teesside
families. From the draft plan it is evident that the value of the site is drawing interest from a whole
range of industries. It will be important to maximise the opportunities across the site, in terms of creating
quality jobs and accommodating the potential for future growth in new industries. The zoning system
appears to work well in this regard. We all do not want to see a repeat of a situation like SSI where
there is dependence on a very large employer who may disappear. For me the crucial priority is to
make sure that local people on Teesside are able to benefit from this project at every stage. From the
remediation work to the establishment of new industries on the site, local people and local businesses
must be able to access the jobs and business contracts created as part of this redevelopment. The
MGT Power development at Teesport, and their work in Grangetown is a good example of how to work
closely with the local community and I am pleased to see their approach is hailed in the masterplan.
I hope it will be adopted throughout this project. All developments and contracts should come with firm
commitments towards recruiting local workers and local businesses, investing in the local workforce
and developing the local supply chain. I would also like to see close engagement with the local further
education providers, especially Redcar and Cleveland College, so we can ensure that our people are
full equipped for the skills required by the industries locating on this site.

2. With the focus of the Master Plan being on industrial development, alternative uses such as large
shops and office blocks would be located elsewhere, in nearby town centres. If you disagree with
this strategy, how would you change it?

This strategy makes perfect sense. Most of the land is heavily industrial and is suited to more
development of this kind to bring the skilled jobs in industry and manufacturing that we need. Retail
and commercial offices have their place but these are better sited closer to town centres and residential
areas as is planned. It is vital that the regeneration supports the wider economy and ripples out to
support businesses in the existing nearby town centre which has suffered from the loss of SSI.
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3. As well as utilising existing transport links, three road access points are proposed in the Master
Plan, along with improved road access for Teesport. Do you think this strategy is right? What else
could be done to improve access?

Having excellent transport links is crucial, both for supplying the industries on the site and making sure
the workforce can access employment opportunities. The area is reasonably serviced with good road
and rail links but there is space for improvement, especially as demand increases. The plans for new
road access at South Bank and additional access at Teesport are welcome, especially the latter where
infrastructure is already strained at peak times. The masterplan acknowledges that whilst highways
are extensive across the site, interconnectivity is ‘presently weak and ill-defined’. In order for this to
be a world class site it will need world class transport links, and the transport network should be
informed by the businesses seeking to locate here.

4.The Master Plan proposes improved road, rail, cycle and footpath linkages across the Development
Corporation area and with nearby town centres. How important do you think these links will be?

This is very important, especially in terms of access from town centres and residential areas so that
the local workforce can access employment opportunities. Not everyone travels by car, and indeed
our road capacity would be inadequate if they did, so strong public transport is needed. With new
industries on the site, the Redcar British Steel station would have a renewed importance as a means
for people getting to work. South Bank station is already well located to service the southern end of
the site, and I would welcome the proposed reopening of the Grangetown station if it proves valuable
for the workforce in that zone. Having a strong connection between the industrial site and our towns
is also important so that the new jobs help sustain the local economy. I am especially keen to see
access to the coastal community area improved so that the community can take full advantage of this
fantastic natural asset.

5. How important do you think rail freight is to the Development Corporation area? What should be
done to improve what is proposed?

Rail links for freight are going to be important for servicing the industries based at the site. Strong
freight rail links also help reduce the number of lorries on the roads.With this in mind, the electrification
of the Northallerton to Teesport line is even more important and must be delivered so freight services
can operate to full capacity.

6. Does the Master Plan do enough to support existing employers in the Development Corporation
area? If not, what should be changed to improve on this?

Established businesses sited in the development area, like PD Ports, British Steel, Sembcorp and
BOC, are obviously playing a central role in the formation of this masterplan and ensuring regeneration
complements their work. There are also huge development opportunities on the Wilton site. It is vital
that the sites are marketed to investors in a co-ordinated way as there are substantial development
opportunities which support a combined approach. I think it is important that the development fully
engages with the wider business community, to include small and medium businesses too. It is vital
that resilient and connected supply chains are developed and that research and development
opportunities are maximised. I hope many local businesses will have engaged with this consultation
process but it is important that this dialogue is kept open as the project develops.

7. What do you think about the proposals for respecting the industrial heritage of the area? Any
buildings or other structures that remain will need money to pay for their upkeep. What could be
done to make this affordable in the long term?

It is great to see that preserving the steel heritage of our area - such an intrinsic part of our local identity,
history and culture – is a part of the masterplan. The Dorman Long tower and the blast furnace tower
are especially iconic features of the local area and should be retained where possible. Thousands of
local families have memories and stories to tell about working at the steelworks a heritage trail would
be a way to preserve that collective memory too. The Landschaftspark in Duisburg-Meiderich in
Germany is a good model for the kind of heritage attraction that could be achieved here. Generating
some form of income stream would be required to pay for the long term maintenance of the area –
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guided tours or paid admission to access viewing platforms are possibilities, although it would be
preferable for it to be accessible to as many people as possible. A charitable/community organisation
tasked with managing the trail could also secure grant funding.

8. What benefits could there be in enhancing the accessibility and use of Coatham Marshes, South
Gare and Coatham Sands as managed community assets? What would you like to see happen to
improve and realise better use of these areas?

The South Gare, Coatham Sands, and the Marshes, are fantastic local natural assets which already
bring lots of enjoyment to the local community. They are areas of local beauty visited by hundreds of
people, from bird watchers to dog walkers, every day. Whilst local organisations like Tees Valley
Wildlife Trust and the Friends of Redcar are playing a part in maintaining and caring for these great
assets, the area as a whole, and especially the South Gare, has suffered from neglect and a lack of
cohesive ownership. If they were to be formally treated as community assets and maintained as such,
they could be a great community asset. I would like to see this area become a formally recognised
nature reserve and visitor destination. It should be developed in partnership with organisations like
the RSPB who are already working there to support and nurture the local wildlife, such as the protected
Little Tern which they are trying to re-establish. Together with the Tees Valley Wildlife Trust, Teesmouth
Bird Club and INCA they should be engaged to develop proposals. Heritage assets such as the South
Gare battery and the Teesmouth Lifeboat Station, both at the South Gare, could connect in to the
wider steel heritage trail planned for the development area. There are lots of possibilities to protect
the nature here and enhance access to make it a great visitor destination. In terms of how this can be
achieved, I think a partnership of environmental groups and the local community with a stake in the
area would be the best vehicle to deliver this. It would ensure that it is fully community led and that it
benefits the local area. Some of the maintenance work would be a continuation of what TVWT and
others are already doing. Other aspects, such as improvements to the road up to the South Gare,
could be achieved through the managing group applying for grants. In the longer term, there is scope
of the former lifeboat station to be reopened as a visitor’s centre, education hub or café, thereby helping
to generate income. I note that the masterplan intends to maintain the South Gare road’s status as
private and would question what impact this has on access by the local community. Users currently
ignore the private road sign in accessing the South Gare but this may dissuade others from making
the most of the area if they think it is impermissible.

9. What other ideas do you have for the Master Plan to improve benefits for the local community?

One really important element of this regeneration is the potential for the site to build upon one of the
growing economic strengths Teesside has – clean and renewable industries. Our links with the offshore
wind sector are well established and we have the Tees Collective bid to create one of Europe’s first
clean industrial zones. The site should prioritise the circular economy, looking at steel recycling and
energy from waste opportunities, and be a global hub for new green industries. The masterplan
references the potential for carbon capture and storage and I would like to see this fully integrated into
the proposals. Whilst the technology is still in its infancy and requires a large amount of investment,
Teesside could be a leader on this if we act fast. It will generate thousands of jobs and we could also
be marketing the successful implementation of the technology around the world. It would also make
the site a go-to location for sustainable industrial investment which is a big plus for carbon intensive
industries.

10. Are there any further comments you would like to make? Here are some ideas to possibly consider:
• Other potential uses that could be included in the Master Plan • How to make the area work best for
major local businesses that are already here • How to make the most of the river • Ways in which the
proposals could best benefit the wider Tees Valley • The design and appearance of new buildings •
Ideas on how new landscaping along roadways should look • How the Master Plan could make the
most of heritage and the natural environment

We could be on the cusp of a new industrial renaissance in the Tees Valley and this site has the
potential to be the catalyst. The priority here is to ensure that thousands of well-paid and skilled jobs
are created for local people so we can reverse thirty years of industrial decline and build a new future
based on our proud industrial heritage, that sees Teesside fulfil our potential and forge a new industrial
reputation across the world.
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